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General Motivation 

n  Aspects of neutrino-nuclear reactions 
n  Hadron physics: 

n axial couplings of nucleon resonances 
n  reaction rates 

n  Neutrino oscillation physics: 
n energy reconstruction 

n  Dark Matter Background 



From: J.A. Formaggio, G.P. Zeller 

Neutrino-nucleon cross section 

πCCQE 1π DIS 

note: 
10-38 cm² = 10-11 mb 
 
Yellow: energy range of  
present experiments 



n  Cross sections on the nucleon: 
n  QE 
n  Resonance-Pion Production + Born terms 
n  Deep Inelastic Scattering à Pions 

Neutrino Cross Sections 



Quasielastic Scattering 

§  Vector form factors from e –scattering 
§  axial form factors  
   FA ó FP and FA(0) via PCAC 
   dipole ansatz for FA  with  
   MA= 1 GeV:   

 



Axial Formfactor of the Nucleon 
n  neutrino data agree with electro-pion production data 

MA ≅ 1.02 GeV world average              MA ≅ 1.07 GeV world average 
Dipole ansatz is simplification, not good for vector FF 



Pion Production 

n  pion production dominated by P33(1232) resonance 
 

n  CV(Q2)  from electron data (MAID analysis with CVC) 
n  CA (Q2) from fit to neutrino data (experiments on hydrogen/deuterium),  

     so far only CA
5 determined, for other axial FFs only educated guesses 

 
n  CV  from electron data (MAID analysis with CVC) 

 
n  CA  from fit to neutrino data (experiments on hydrogen/deuterium),  

     so far only CA
5 determined, for other axial FFs only educated 

guesses 

 



Pion Production 

C. Wilkinson et al, arXiv:1411.4482 [hep-ex]  

Reanalysis of BNL data 
(posthumous flux correction) 
by T2K group: 
C.Wilkinson et al,  
Arxiv:1411:4482 [hep-ex]  
 
 
Agrees with earlier findings in  
Graczyk et al, Phys.Rev. D80 (2009) 093001 
Lalakulich et al, Phys.Rev. D82 (2010) 093001 

One pion puzzle solved: ANL data preferable, but only C5 determined 
BUT: Sato et al find extraction of p X-section from D-measurement doubtful! 



n  Cross sections on the nucleus: 
n  QE + fsi 
n  Resonance-Pion Production + reabsorption 
n  Deep Inelastic Scattering à Pions + reabsorpt 

n  Additional cross section on the nucleus: 
n  Many-body effects, e.g., 2p-2h excitations 
n  Coherent neutrino scattering and pion production 

Neutrino Cross Sections 



�  GiBUU : Theory and Event Simulation 
     based on a BM solution of Kadanoff-Baym equations  
�  Physics content :  Buss et al, Phys. Rept. 512 (2012) 1 
�  code available : http://gibuu.hepforge.org 
�  GiBUU describes (within the same unified theory and code) 

�  heavy ion reactions, particle production and flow  
�  pion and proton induced reactions 
�  low and high energy photon and electron induced reactions 
�  neutrino induced reactions 

……..using the same physics input! And the same code! 



Transport Equation 

Drift term 

Collision term 

Spectral function 



CCQE and Many-Body Interactions 

MiniBooNE 

QE-like 
= CCQE + 2p2h + stuck pions 



MinervA Pions 

Discrepancy at small Θ/Tπ;
Coherent contribution? 



Neutrino Oscillations 
n  State of affairs: 

n  All mixing angles are known, with some errors 
n  Mass hierachy not known 
n  Possible CP violating phase not known 

n  Errors determined by total event rates and energy 
reconstruction: 
How well do we have to know the neutrino energy? 



Observable Oscillation Parameters 



LBNE, δCP Sensitivity 

Need to know neutrino energy to better than about 100 MeV 

Appearance probability: 
Pµ à e 

Need energy to distinguish 
 between different δCP 



Energy Reconstruction by QE 
n  In QE scattering on neutron at rest, only l +p, 0 π is outgoing. 

lepton determines neutrino energy: 

 
n  Trouble: all presently running exps use nuclear targets 
1.  Nucleons are Fermi-moving à smearing around correct energy 
2.  Final state interactions hinder correct event identification 

à wrong energy reconstructed 



FSI in Nuclear Targets 

Complication to identify QE, always entangled with π production 
Both must be treated at the same time! 

‚pure‘ QE cannot be measured!! 



Oscillation signal in T2K  
δCP sensitivity of appearance exps 

Uncertainties due to energy reconstruction(left)  
 as large as δCP dependence (right) 



QE vs. Pion Production at DUNE 

Pions: Resonance + DIS 
QE: ‚true‘ QE + 2p2h 

QE     ≅ 1/3 total 
Pions ≅ 2/3 total 

Target: 
40Ar 



QE Energy Reconstruction fo DUNE 

Nearly 500 MeV difference between true and reconstructed 
event distributions à not a useful method 

Muon survival in 0 pion sample 

near 

far 

Dashed: reconstructed, 
 solid: true energy 

Mosel et al., 
Phys.Rev.Lett. 112 (2014) 151802  

All calculations from GiBUU 



QE Energy Reconstruction for DUNE 
Muon survival in 0π + 1p + Xn sample 

Dramatic improvement  in 0 pi, 1p, Xn sample, down by only factor 3 

Dashed: reconstructed, 
 solid: true energy 



Coherent CC Scattering 

  

 
 
Theorie of coherent pion production in bad shape: results of 

PCAC based theories differ significantly 
(2 curves in right figure) 
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagram for coherent charged pion produc-
tion

where y is E⇡/E⌫ and f⇡ is the pion decay constant. The
⇡A elastic scattering cross section falls with increasing
|t| ⇠ e

�|t|R2/h̄2

[3, 4]. Models must be used to extrapo-
late to Q

2 6= 0. The model most commonly used in neu-
trino event generators[5–7] is that of Rein and Sehgal[4],
which assumes no vector current and extrapolates the
axial-vector current using a multiplicative dipole form
factor, F 2
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2, to modify Eq. 1.

Other authors have proposed alternate extrapolations to
Q

2 6= 0[8–11]. It is also necessary to parametrize the
⇡A elastic scattering cross section, and generators have
varied approaches[5–7]. At low energies, modifications
to Eq. 1 due to finite masses become important, in par-
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[12, 13]. An

alternate approach for calculating the cross section at
low neutrino energies is to relate it to low W (hadronic
invariant mass) inclusive pion production[14–18].

Interest in coherent pion production has recently
revived because of accelerator neutrino oscillation
experiments[19–22] in which this reaction is a background
to quasielastic neutrino-nucleon interactions when a ⇡

0

or a ⇡

± is mistaken for an e

± or proton, respec-
tively. Recently, low energy experiments, K2K[23] and
SciBooNE[24], did not observe coherent ⇡

+ production
at neutrino energies ⇠ 1 GeV at the level predicted by
the Rein-Sehgal model[4] as then implemented in the
NEUT[6] and NUANCE[7] event generators. There is
strong experimental evidence for coherent ⇡0 production
at these energies[25, 26].

In this letter, we identify a sample of coherent ⇡

±

candidates from neutrino and anti-neutrino beams on
a scintillator (primarily CH) target by reconstructing
the final state µ

⌥ and ⇡

±, allowing only minimal ad-
ditional energy near the neutrino interaction vertex and
requiring small |t| as a signature of the coherent reac-
tion. Non-coherent backgrounds are constrained with
a sideband with high |t|. In contrast to other low en-
ergy measurements[23–28] which rely on selection in the
pion kinematics or in Q

2, this approach uses only model-
independent characteristics of coherent pion production
and therefore allows a measurement of the distribution
of pion energies and angles in coherent reactions to test

the models.
The MINERvA experiment studies neutrinos produced

in the NuMI beamline[29]. A beam of 120GeV protons
strike a graphite target, and charged mesons are focused
by two magnetic horns into a 675m helium-filled decay
pipe. The horns focus positive (negative) mesons, re-
sulting in a ⌫µ (⌫̄µ) enriched beam with a peak neutrino
energy of 3.5 GeV. This analysis uses data taken between
October 2009 and April 2012 with 3.05⇥1020 POT (pro-
tons on target) in ⌫µ mode and 2.01 ⇥ 1020 POT in ⌫̄µ

mode.
The neutrino beam is simulated in a Geant4-based

model[30, 31] constrained to reproduce hadron produc-
tion measurements on carbon by the NA49 and MIPP
experiments[32, 33]. Hadronic interactions not con-
strained by the NA49 or MIPP data are predicted using
the FTFP hadron shower model1. The uncertainty on
the prediction of the neutrino flux is set by the precision
in these hadron production measurements, uncertainties
in the beam line focusing system and alignment[34], and
comparisons between di↵erent hadron production models
in regions not covered by the NA49 or MIPP data.
The MINERvA detector consists of a core of scintil-

lator strips surrounded by electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters on the sides and downstream end of the de-
tector2[35]. The triangular 3.4 ⇥ 1.7 cm2 strips are per-
pendicular to the z-axis3 and are arranged in hexago-
nal planes. Three plane orientations, 0� and ±60� rota-
tions around the z-axis, enable reconstruction of the neu-
trino interaction point and the tracks of outgoing charged
particles in three dimensions. The 3.0 ns timing reso-
lution per plane allows separation of multiple interac-
tions within a single beam spill. MINERvA is located
2m upstream of the MINOS near detector, a magne-
tized iron spectrometer[20] which is used in this analysis
to reconstruct the momentum and charge of µ

±. The
MINERvA detector’s response is simulated by a tuned
Geant4-based[30, 31] program. The energy scale of the
detector is set by ensuring that both the photostatistics
and the reconstructed energy deposited by momentum-
analyzed through-going muons agree in data and simu-
lation. The calorimetric constants used to reconstruct
the energy of ⇡± showers and the corrections for passive
material are determined from the simulation[35].
To estimate backgrounds, neutrino interactions are

simulated using the GENIE 2.6.2 neutrino event
generator[5]. For quasielastic interactions, the cross
section is given by the Llewellyn Smith formalism[36].
Vector form factors come from fits to electron scat-

1 FTFP shower model in Geant4 version 9.2 patch 03.
2 The MINERvA scintillator tracking region is 95% CH and 5%
other materials by weight.

3 The y-axis points along the zenith and the beam is directed
downward by 58mrad in the y-z plane.
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The main sources of systematic uncertainty on the
cross sections are the flux, the background interaction
model, pion interactions in the detector, muon recon-
struction, muon and hadron energy scale, vertex energy,
and the model used in the sideband constraint for the
background. These systematic uncertainties are shown
in Table II. The uncertainty of hadron interactions in
the detector as predicted by Geant4 on tracking and en-
ergy measurements is evaluated by varying the pion and
proton total inelastic cross sections by ±10% and the
neutron mean free path as a function of kinematic en-
ergy by 10–25% to span di↵erences between Geant4 and
hadron scattering data[53–64].

For muons reconstructed by range in MINOS, the
muon energy scale uncertainty is dominated by energy
loss uncertainties, and we compared range and curva-
ture measurements to evaluate uncertainties on recon-
struction of muons by curvature in the MINOS magnetic
field. Uncertainties in the hadron energy reconstruction
result from uncertainties in the energy scale set by muon
energy deposition, material composition and dimensions,
saturation of ionization in the scintillator, and photosen-
sor cross talk and non-linearity. Comparisons with the
test beam[35] limit the energy scale uncertainty for pions
(protons) to 5% (3%). The target mass is uncertain to
1.4%.

Uncertainties in predictions for the non-coherent back-
ground from the GENIE generator are evaluated by vary-
ing the underlying model tuning parameters according to
their uncertainties[5]. The most important parameters
are the normalization and axial form factor for baryon
resonance production. MINERvA’s measurements of the
CCQE process[65, 66] show that GENIE does not model
the energetic final state proton multiplicity well, which
in turn means a mismodeling of the vertex energy. The
resulting uncertainty is estimated by turning on and o↵
the addition of energy deposited by a 20–225 MeV final
state proton to the vertex energy of 25% of background
events with a target neutron. Finally, after tuning the
background we find remaining disagreement in the side-
band ✓⇡ distribution. This disagreement is corrected and
the size of the correction is taken as a systematic uncer-
tainty. The e↵ects of these model variations are reduced
by sideband tuning of the background.

Figure 4 compares the flux-averaged di↵erential cross
sections as a function of pion energy and angle against the
Rein-Sehgal model[4] as implemented in GENIE[5, 12]
and NEUT[6]. Disagreement at high ✓⇡ is evident in
both GENIE and NEUT. In GENIE, whose behavior is
more similar to the data, the model predicts ⇠15% of the
cross section with ✓⇡ > 45� but there is no evidence for
such events in the data.

In conclusion, the coherent production of pions on car-
bon nuclei for both neutrino and anti-neutrino beams is
precisely measured by isolating a sample with no visible
nuclear breakup and low |t| transferred to the nucleus.
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FIG. 4: d�/dE⇡ (top) and d�/d✓⇡ (bottom) for ⌫µ (left) and
⌫̄µ (right) with error bars as in Fig. 3 compared against pre-
dicted cross-sections from GENIE[5] and NEUT[6]. These
cross sections are tabulated in the Appendix.

This allows a study of produced pion kinematics indepen-
dent of the details of the signal model. The cross sections
of the neutrino and anti-neutrino coherent pion produc-
tion are similar, indicating that the reaction is likely to
be primarily an axial vector process. The discrepancies
observed at neutrino energies relevant for the T2K os-
cillation experiment[21] suggest that these data should
be used to revise the predictions of neutrino interaction
models used in future measurements.
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Coherent NC Scattering 

From K. Scholberg

NDM15 

So far not observed 
 
σ~ N2 E2 

(N = neutron number) 
 
Recoil energy 
 
ER ~ E2/A 
 
 Higher Cross section for large N, but smaller recoil 



Summary 
n  Elementary X-sections for neutrino-nucleon in range of 100 MeV to 

20 GeV not well under control. Formfactors badly known (compared 
to electrons) 

n  Full event simulations needed to describe neutrino-nucleus 
interactions: quality of extracted neutrino properties depends directly 
on quality of generator 

n  No good theory for coherent pion production available, for coherent 
neutrino scattering so far no data 
 

n  Precision era experiments require precision era (new) generators 



Low-Energy 
Nuclear Physics   
determines response 
of nuclei to neutrinos 
 

A wake-up call for the high-energy physics community: 


